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Abstract: An “island formation” is a region within the hinterland of a port which is served by
another port. Some regions of southern Europe, although located within the hinterland of some
Mediterranean ports, are “island formations” of northern range ports (namely, northern European
ports between Le Havre and Hamburg): an example is the Padan Plain, in northern Italy, which is
currently, although only partially, an “island formation” of northern range ports. Actually, a relevant
number of TEUs, which have origin or destination in the Padan Plain, and have been unloaded
from ships operating deep-sea routes or will be loaded on them, cross northern range ports. Several
sources report this number of TEUs, but there is disagreement among them. In this paper, firstly, this
number of TEUs is estimated, according to scheduled rail connections between northern range ports
and Italian intermodal centres/freight villages. Afterwards, an analysis of transport costs and travel
times is carried out in order to determine the advantage of unloading containers (having origin in the
Far East or North America and destination in the Padan Plain) through northern range ports instead
of Italian ports.

Keywords: island formation; Italian ports; northern range ports; port hinterland; monetary costs;
travel times; Italian TEUs crossing northern range ports

1. Introduction

A maritime port is defined in Notteboom and Rodrigue [1] as “a transit area through
which goods and people move from and to the sea”. A port is therefore the connection
point between maritime and inland transport: briefly, it is an “access gate” to its hinterland.
The hinterland of a port has been defined as “the area of which the greater part or a
substantial part of the trade passes through a single port” (Sargent [2] in Acciaro et al. [3]).
As stated in Hilling and Hoyle [4], hinterlands were initially well-defined: each port had its
own hinterland, and each region belonged only to the hinterland of one port. Hinterlands
then have become shared among several ports (freight having origin or destination in
a given region may cross more than one port), which are in competition among each
other. In the hinterland it could be distinguished between a “fundamental hinterland”
and a “competitive hinterland” (Rodrigue [5]). The fundamental hinterland is the port
core market and consists of its captive market, i.e., the areas which mainly, or exclusively,
belong to its market: it is usually formed by regions which are the closest to the port. The
“competitive hinterland” is the external area of the hinterland which overlaps with the
hinterland of other ports. Wilmsmeier et al. [6] report that the hinterland of a port can be
defined as the area that can be reached at a cheaper cost or a shorter time than from any
other port.

The development of inland ports, dry ports, and inland terminals, which are well
connected with the port (by railway or inland waterway corridors) enlarges hinterlands,
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leading to the formation of a “regional load centre network” and determines the last phase
of the development of a port: regionalization (Notteboom and Rodrigue [7]).

Therefore, nowadays a port hinterland may also consist of areas which are not geo-
graphically close to the port. Notteboom and Rodrigue [8] introduced the concept of the
“creation of corridor-based ‘island formations’ in the distant hinterland of another port”.
The “island formation” is an area which is part of the hinterland of port A, but it is served
by port B. The “island formation”, generally, is in the competitive hinterland of A, but it
could be also, geographically, in the fundamental hinterland of A. The high performance of
inland transport and the availability of efficient and well-located inland terminals acquire
a strategic role in the development of “island formations” within the hinterland of other
ports (Monios and Wilmsmeier [9]).

As reported above, the development of inland ports, dry ports, and inland terminals
is the result of port regionalization. We consider an inland port as an intermodal terminal
connected to a port through a multimodal corridor, and in particular through an efficient
rail link. Sometimes, the term “dry port” (Roso and Lumsden [10]; Roso et al. [11]) is
preferred, emphasising the fact that the corridor is made up of a rail link. However, other
times, the term “inland port” is preferred, because the intermodality is among inland
waterways and roads, inland waterways and rail, as well as rail and roads; therefore, the
term dry port is not completely appropriate. Inland waterways are particularly important
for northern range multi-port systems: for example, for the Rhine–Scheldt Delta system.
Rodrigue and Notteboom [12] report that these inland terminals have been referred to using
many terms (in addition to inland ports and dry ports): inland hubs, inland logistics centres,
inland freight villages, inland clearance depots, inland container depots, intermodal freight
centres and inland freight terminals. In any case, it should be observed that the connection
of the port with the hinterland, through a multimodal corridor, is often with a large
intermodal terminal which also serves continental freight transport demand (not directly
associated with the port activities). The intermodal terminal, linked with the seaport by the
multimodal corridor, may be also a part of a freight village in which a lot of other logistics
activities are carried out.

There are several reasons behind the development of inland terminals and port re-
gionalization. Firstly, the shortage of spaces in port areas causes several activities related to
ports to be placed elsewhere. In inland terminals, collection, distribution, groupage, and
degroupage functions are transferred, because of overcrowded port areas or preventing a
future overcrowding of these port areas. Secondly, port areas are often placed in heavily
urbanised environments; therefore, a reduction in traffic congestion is desirable. Thirdly,
the demand between the port and the hinterland is sometimes unbalanced: for example,
the demand in import is much greater than the demand in export. In this case, full lorries
travel from the port to the continental destination of their trips, and return empty to the
port. However, if the freight is carried by train from the port to the rail terminal closest to
the destination, after usage, the wagons can be rearranged to form new trains; therefore,
there is no need to send an empty train back to the port terminal (Frémont and Franc [13]).

Inland ports could be developed by both port terminal operators and port authorities
(Monios and Wilmsmeier [9]): usually, those developed by port terminal operators are
the most successful in the integration of the port operations. An example of an inland
port (dry port) developed by a terminal operator in Italy is the intermodal centre of Melzo,
developed by Contship (Lupi et al. [14]). An inland port developed by a port authority is
that of Coslada (close to Madrid) (Monios [15]), which was established by the “Puertos del
Estado”, namely, the State-owned Spanish port system.

Two types of development of inland ports can be distinguished: Inside-Out and
Outside-In (Wilmsmeier et al. [6]). Inside-Out describes a scenario where the establishment
of the inland facility was driven by “continental” operators: for example, an inland carriage
company (railroad company, barge company). Instead, Outside-In describes a scenario
where the establishment of the inland facility was driven by port or maritime operators,
for example: port authorities, port terminal operators or ocean carriers. An example of
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Inside-Out inland port is the Rickenbacker inland port, USA, located along the Heartland
Corridor developed by Norfolk Southern Railway (Rodrigue [5]). Examples of Outside-
In inland ports are the terminals established at Venlo, Willebroek and Duisburg by the
Rotterdam port terminal operator ECT (Wilmsmeier et al. [6]).

Among the various functions performed by inland ports, satellite terminals could
be identified (Rodrigue and Notteboom [12]). Satellite terminals sometimes are located
close to a port facility, but more often are placed at the periphery of the metropolitan
area where the port is located. Satellite terminals mainly assume a service function to the
seaport facilities: they serve functions that either have become too expensive at the port,
such as warehousing and empty container depots. However, very often, satellite terminals
are also transhipment points from rail/barge to trucks and vice versa: for gateway ports
whose import traffic is remarkable, at satellite terminals the freight contained in maritime
containers is transloaded into domestic containers or truckloads.

In this paper, in order to understand the general phenomenon of island formations,
particularly in Europe, an example of “island formation” has been considered: the Padan
Plain in Italy. In Figure 1, a map displays: the Padan Plain (circled in blue), the most
important northern Italian ports (circled in red), and the most important northern European
ports (circled again in red). An enlargement of Figure 1, which shows the Padan Plain in
detail, is displayed in Figure 2.

The Padan Plain is within the fundamental hinterland of northern Italian ports, in
particular, within the fundamental hinterland of the Ligurian multi-port gateway system,
but it is also served by northern European ports: therefore it is, at least partially, an “island
formation” of the hinterlands of these ports (Van Klink and Van Den Berg [16], Figure 3,
which shows that this is not a recent phenomenon; Ferrari et al. [17], p. 384). Northern
European ports are definitely farther from the Padan Plain with respect to Italian ports.
The Padan Plain is the most productive area of Italy and it has become, although only
partially, an “island formation” of northern European ports because high-performance
rail connections (to/from northern European port cities) and a set of well-located inland
terminals (in the Padan Plain) have been established. The most important among these
inland terminals are Busto Arsizio-Gallarate, Novara, Milano Smistamento, Milano Segrate
Milano-Melzo, and Padua (see Figures 1 and 2); they play the role of inland terminals not
only for Italian ports, but also for northern European ones.

The competitiveness of northern European ports will become even stronger in the
future after the construction of the new railway lines and base tunnels across the Alps,
which will considerably reduce the travel times and monetary costs of rail transport
(Lupi et al. [18]). Additionally, dwell times influence port competitiveness (as shown
in Gonzalez et al. [19], and Lupi et al. [20]), and they too are favourable to northern
European ports.

Some previous attempts have been made to estimate the market of northern European
ports in the Padan Plain: in brief, the amount of TEUs having origin and destination in Italy
but crossing northern European ports. There is a large disagreement about these estimates,
and on the other hand, no clear methodology of these estimates has been provided. All
these estimates are reported in Section 2.1.

One of the two main purpose of this paper is to quantify the amount of deep-sea
maritime containers, having origin or destination in Italy, but crossing northern European
ports. In order to do this, an analysis of scheduled rail connections between northern
European ports and Italian rail terminals has been carried out.

The other main objective is to analyse transport costs and travel times in order to
determine the advantage of unloading containers, having origin in the Far East or North
America and destination in the Padan Plain, in northern range ports instead of Italian ports.

The present paper is organised as follows.
At first, a literature review is performed, of previous estimates of the market of

northern European ports in the Padan Plain, and of the main characteristics of combined
transport, based on rail, in Europe.
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Figure 1. The area under study. The Padan Plain is circled in blue. The main northern European ports (Zeebrugge, Ant-
werp, Rotterdam, Bremerhaven, and Hamburg) and northern Italian ports (Genoa, La Spezia, Livorno, Venice, Trieste) 
are circled in red. The terminals of Milano Smistamento, Milano Segrate and Milano Melzo, mentioned later, are in the 
immediate surroundings of the Milan urban area. 

Figure 1. The area under study. The Padan Plain is circled in blue. The main northern European ports (Zeebrugge, Antwerp,
Rotterdam, Bremerhaven, and Hamburg) and northern Italian ports (Genoa, La Spezia, Livorno, Venice, Trieste) are circled
in red. The terminals of Milano Smistamento, Milano Segrate and Milano Melzo, mentioned later, are in the immediate
surroundings of the Milan urban area.
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Figure 2. Detail about the area under study. The main continental terminals of the Padan Plain are circled in blue. The 
terminals Milano Smistamento and Milano Segrate have almost the same position. 
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Figure 2. Detail about the area under study. The main continental terminals of the Padan Plain are circled in blue. The
terminals Milano Smistamento and Milano Segrate have almost the same position.

Afterwards, a new estimate, of the number of containers crossing northern European
ports but having origin or destination in Italy, is carried out. This estimate is based on the
analysis of direct and indirect scheduled rail connections between Italian rail terminals and
northern European ports. With this target, all the data about rail links operated by the most
important Multimodal Transport Operators (MTOs) have been collected. Additionally,
road transport of containers has been considered, but afterwards was neglected for the
reasons which will be exposed in Section 3.1.3. The methodology of this study is presented
in Section 3.1.; the results are shown in Section 4.1.

Subsequently, a quantitative study was performed, about monetary costs and travel
times necessary to transport a 20 foot and a 40 foot container from the Far East and from
North America to the Padan Plain, in particular, to the Milan area (the Milan metropolitan
area is the most important in Italy as far as economic activity is concerned). The choice of
the Far East and North America as origins has been made because they are, currently, the
most important economies in the world (along with the EU economy). Monetary costs and
travel times, between unloading at a northern European and an Italian port, have been
compared. Materials and methods of this study are presented in Section 3.2.; the results are
shown in Section 4.2.

The discussion follows, and then the conclusions.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Previous Estimates of the Number of Containers Having Origin or Destination in Italy and
Crossing Northern European Ports

In several studies, the numbers of containers having origin or destination in Italy,
but crossing northern European ports, have been estimated. The most important of these
studies are summarised herewith.

The Italian General Board for Road Transport and Logistics ([21], pp. 53–60), has
provided an estimate of the maritime container traffic which has origin/destination in Italy
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but crosses ports of the northern range: this estimate resulted equal to 441,888 TEUs in
2011. The same datum value is also reported in Cassa Depositi e Prestiti ([22], p. 29).

However, other studies report very different values. In the Italian National Plan of
Logistics 2012/2020 (Ministero delle Infrastrutture e dei Trasporti [23], p. 61), it is stated
that “hundreds of thousands of containers, having destination in Italy and surrounding
regions” are unloaded in northern European ports. The previous version of the Italian
National Plan of Logistics of 2011/2020 (Ministero delle Infrastrutture e dei Trasporti [24],
p. 38) reports that “2 millions of containers, having destination in Italy and surrounding
regions” are unloaded in northern European ports.

An Italian magazine dedicated to maritime transport, especially read by people
working in the field, Informare ([25], p. 7), reports other estimates, in particular, the
one performed by the Centro Studi Fedespedi, which evaluates the Italian traffic crossing
northern range ports as around 800,000–1 million TEUs per year. The Fedespedi report
of March 2015 ([26], p. 4), states: “It is well known that a relevant number of containers,
equal to around 900,000 TEUs, which have origin or destination in the Italian area, cross
northern European ports”.

The 2015 Italian national strategic plan of port sector and logistics (Ministero delle
Infrastrutture e dei Trasporti [27], p. 162) instead reports a quota of over 1.5 million
TEUs/year which have origin or destination in Italy and cross northern European ports.
The plan points out also that this quantity comprises a non-negligible quota of internal
European traffics, for example, between Italy and Great Britain or Ireland or between
Italy and Scandinavia: in this case, it is convenient to carry cargo from Italy to northern
European ports by train, then to board the cargo on a ship towards the final destination in
the British Isles or Scandinavia.

A synthesis of the values provided by the above-mentioned sources is reported in
Table 1.

None of these sources described how these estimates had been obtained. Only the
Italian General Board for Road Transport and Logistics (in [21], pp. 53–60) reported how
the datum of 441,888 TEUs was obtained. This analysis was carried out with the support of
D’Appolonia (an engineering company based in Pittsburgh, PA, USA, and with several
offices in Italy). The work of D’Appolonia is based on the evaluation of the number of
maritime containers crossing the Alpine passes, along the main rail corridors used by
maritime shippers to transport containers between northern European ports and Italy. The
percentage of maritime containers, on the total of freight transported, has been determined
after interviews with the shippers. As shown in tab. 2.30, page 60, of [21], only some
MTOs have been taken into account: Hupac, Mercitalia Intermodal, Kombiverkehr, Lineas
Intermodal, Novatrans and Shuttlewise. Instead, Contship, which is an important MTO
operating in the transport of maritime containers between northern Europe and Italy,
has been completely neglected. Furthermore, Kombiverkehr performs several indirect
connections, i.e., with the transhipment of load units at intermediate terminals, and these
connections have also been neglected.

In any case, the study of Ministero delle Infrastrutture e dei Trasporti, Consulta
Generale per l’Autotrasporto e la Logistica [21] could be considered as a departure point
for the work implemented in this paper.
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Table 1. Synthesis of the estimates of the number of TEUs per year, crossing northern European ports but having ori-
gin/destination in Italy, proposed by the various sources.

Source Number of TEUs Per Year

Italian General Board for Road Transport and Logistics [21] 441,888 TEUs

Cassa Depositi e Prestiti [22] 440,000 TEUs

Italian National Plan of Logistics 2012/2020 [23] “hundreds of thousands of containers”

Italian National Plan of Logistics 2011/2020 [24] 2 million containers

Centro Studi Fedespedi [26] Around 900,000 TEUs

Italian national strategic plan of port sector and logistics of 2015 [27] 1.5 million TEUs

Lombardy, which has the capital Milan, is the main Italian region from the point of
view of both the population (about 10 million inhabitants) and the economy: Lombardy
occupies a large part of the Padan Plain. Curi and Dallari ([28], p. 19) assert that the port of
Genoa is the main access gate of containerised traffic coming from Far East countries and
directed to Lombardy; northern range ports are the main access gate of containerised traffic
coming from North America and directed to Lombardy, but an estimate of this flow has
not been given. Cassa Depositi e Prestiti ([22], p. 61) instead affirms that several containers
having origin or destination in the Far East cross northern European ports. On the other
hand, Notteboom [29] asserts: “In theory, mainland Mediterranean ports offer transit time
advantages over the northern European ports for accommodating cargo flows between
Asia/Middle East and large parts of Southern and Central Europe (time savings for vessels
of up to 5 days)”. As a result, according to Notteboom (but “in theory”), Mediterranean
ports could be crossed by containers having origin in Asia/Middle East and destination:
not only in southern Europe, but also in central Europe.

Before the description of the research about rail connections, some important charac-
teristics and definitions of rail transport in Italy and Europe will be introduced, because
several of them are referred to in the rest of the paper.

2.2. Rail Transport and Intermodality in Italy and Europe

Combined transport has been defined by ECE [30] (in Frémont and Franc [13], p. 548),
as “an intermodal transport where a major part of the journey is by rail, inland waterways
or sea and any initial and/or final legs (of the trip) carried out by road are as short as
possible”. It is important to keep the road parts of combined transport as short as possible,
because, as pointed out by Nelldal [31], the feeder road parts of combined transport, could
have very high costs because, in general, they have a higher cost per km than that of
all-road mode.

The Intermodal Transport Units (ITUs) transported in combined transport are mainly:
containers (20 and 40 feet long), swap bodies (25, 30 and 45 feet long), and semitrailers
(around 45 feet long).

In Europe, combined transport, based on rail, consists mainly of (Grossato [32]; Cos-
mos, intermodal production systems [33]): direct trains, shuttle trains, liner trains, Y-shuttle
trains and group trains. They are illustrated in detail in Table 2.

The system of shuttle connections currently constitutes a network of point-to-point
direct links, with planned timetables, which connect two terminals in both directions. A
necessary completion of the shuttle system is the hub and spoke system in which load
units are vertically handled, at rail terminals, from the previous train to the following one.
In the hub and spoke system, shuttle trains are involved.
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Table 2. Typologies of trains in combined transport.

Type of Train About the Schedule Origin/Destination of the Wagons which
Make Up the Train Other Characteristics

Direct train Scheduled or
not scheduled Single origin and a single destination They do not allow any handling of ITUs, or any

horizontal handling of wagons, during the journey.

Shuttle trains Scheduled Single origin and a single destination. They do not allow any handling of ITUs, or any
horizontal handling of wagons, during the journey.

Liner trains Scheduled
No single origin, no single destination:
groups of wagons are added or removed at
intermediate stations.

They perform some intermediate stops (however no
more than one or two), between the departure and
arrival terminal, in order to add or remove groups
of wagons.

Y-shuttle trains Scheduled
Single origin, but no single destination;
otherwise: no single origin but single
destination.

They are similar to liner trains, but in Y-shuttle trains,
the wagons removed from the previous train are after
added to another train, which carries them to their
final destination; while in liner trains, the wagons are
not added to any other train because their final
destination is the intermediate terminal itself.

Group trains: Not scheduled The wagons have several origins and several
destinations.

These trains travel on the European combined
transport network and transport ITUs, but they have
similarities with diffused traffic because they are made
up of groups of wagons with a lot of different origins
and destinations.

The hub and spoke system has been designed and developed, in the rail freight
transport sector, by the three main European Multimodal Transport Operators (MTOs):
Hupac, Mercitalia Intermodal and Kombiverkehr; but especially, Kombiverkehr makes use
of this system. While Hupac and Mercitalia Intermodal mainly perform direct connections,
Kombiverkehr mainly performs indirect connections and uses some most important freight
villages as “hubs”, among them: Duisburg Ruhrort Hafen, München Riem, Ludwigshafen,
and Koln Eifeltor in Germany, and Wels in Austria.

The main Multimodal Transport Operators (MTOs) operating to/from Italy are: Hu-
pac, Mercitalia Intermodal, Kombiverkehr (which is also the most important MTO in
Europe) and Lineas Intermodal. All these MTOs deal mainly with continental traffic, but
also transport maritime containers. Hupac, Mercitalia Intermodal, Kombiverkehr and
Lineas Intermodal will be referred to hereafter as “traditional” MTOs, because they have
been fully operational for a longer time: Hupac was founded in 1967, Kombiverkehr in
1969, and Mercitalia Intermodal has been in operation under the previous name “Cemat”
since 1976. Furthermore, they mainly transport continental containers on their trains.

Moreover, there are other important MTOs mainly transporting maritime containers,
i.e., containers that have been previously unloaded from ships or which are going to be
loaded onto them. Among these MTOs, the most important operating to/from Italy are
Contship and partner companies, i.e., Samskip and Shuttlewise, and Alpe Adria. Contship
and the connected companies Samskip and Shuttlewise, Alpe Adria, Move Intermodal and
GTS Trasporti, will be referred to hereafter as “non-traditional” MTOs, because they have
been operating for a shorter amount of time. Indeed, Contship, although it was founded
in 1969 as a maritime terminal operator, has been managing container rail transport since
1987. Furthermore, they mainly transport maritime containers on their trains.

More details on the main characteristics of rail freight transport in Italy (domestic and
international) are provided in Lupi et al. [14].

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Calculation of Maritime Containers Crossing Northern European Ports
3.1.1. Calculation of Maritime Containers Transported by the So-Called
“Traditional” MTOs

In order to quantify the number of TEUs which cross northern European ports, having
an origin or destination in Italy, an analysis of scheduled rail connections between Italian
rail terminals and northern European ports has been carried out. In particular, at first,
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shuttle, liner and Y-shuttle trains, offered by “traditional” MTOs operating in Italy, Hupac,
Mercitalia Intermodal, Kombiverkehr, Lineas Intermodal and DB Schenker, have been
taken into account. Lineas Intermodal existed under the name of IFB until April 2017, while
Mercitalia Intermodal (which belongs to the group Mercitalia Logistics) existed under the
name of Cemat until January 2017. Kombiverkehr mainly operates connections using the
hub-and-spoke system; therefore, indirect connections, i.e., connections which perform the
transhipment of load units at intermediate rail terminals, have also been considered.

Hupac, Mercitalia Intermodal and Kombiverkehr offer several connections in code
sharing: for example, the same train could be operated together by Hupac and Kom-
biverkehr. In order to avoid counting the same connection several times, the train numbers
have also been collected.

Afterwards, the average number of TEUs transported by each train has been quantified.
Hupac, Mercitalia Intermodal, Kombiverkehr and Lineas Intermodal were interviewed,
and they were asked:

(1) The number of wagons forming each train;
(2) The number of Intermodal Transport Units (ITUs) transported on each train. The

ITUs could be: 40 foot containers, 20 foot containers, long swap bodies, short swap
bodies, and semitrailers;

(3) The number of so-called “deep-sea maritime” containers (i.e., containers which
have been unloaded from deep-sea containerships or which are going to be loaded
onto them);

(4) The average composition of each train, distinguishing: 40 foot containers, 20 foot
containers, long swap bodies, short swap bodies, and semitrailers.

One of the interviewed MTOs provided detailed information about the average com-
position of each train (that is, they answered all the questions (1), (2), (3) and (4)). The other
MTOs provided only answers for questions (1), (2) and (3). In order to convert ITUs into
TEUs, the conversion factor proposed in the UIR report (Unione Interporti Riuniti [34],
p. 6) has been used, i.e., 1 ITU = 1.79 TEUs.

The answers to the questions of the interviewed MTOs are reported in Table 3.

Table 3. Synthesis on the number of wagons in each train, the number of ITUs transported by each train, the number of
TEUs transported by each train, and the average percentage of maritime containers, for the four MTOs interviewed.

Number of Wagons in
Each Train

Number of ITUs
Transported by Each Train

Number of TEUs
Transported by Each Train

Average Percentage of
Maritime Containers

MTO 1 25–26 35–38 63–68 7%

MTO 2 23–24 32–38 58–68 10%

MTO 3 25–26 35–38 63–68 10%

MTO 4 21–22 30–33 54–59 10%

The percentage of maritime containers reported in Table 3 is an average: some trains
transport a higher quota of maritime containers, while other trains do not transport mar-
itime containers at all. Such a low percentage of maritime containers was unexpected;
therefore, several offices of freight villages and rail terminals have been interviewed, in
order to more deeply understand this phenomenon. Actually, from the responses of MTOs
and terminal managers, some ITUs transported to/from rail terminals close to ports of
Antwerp and Zeebrugge do indeed have origins or destination in Great Britain and Ire-
land, while some ITUs transported to/from rail terminals close to Hamburg actually have
origins or destinations in Scandinavia. The highest quota of ITUs refers to swap bod-
ies and semitrailers directed to (or coming from) continental rail terminals: they are not
maritime containers.

Looking carefully at the connected terminals, it is clear that connections offered by
“traditional” MTOs usually do not have origin or destination at rail terminals located in
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the quays (e.g., Rotterdam Euromax), but at continental terminals, in particular, at those
mentioned as “satellite terminals” in Rodrigue and Notteboom [12]: for example, Hamburg
Billwerder, Antwerp Mainhub, Rotterdam RSC, which are in the metropolitan area devoted
to logistic activities, but not in the port area near the quays.

From the interviews, it also emerged that deep-sea maritime containers are usually
transported by so-called (in this paper) “non-traditional” MTOs, which operate not only in
the rail sector but also in the maritime terminal container sector: in particular, Contship and
its partners. Practically, some major maritime container terminal operators also manage the
initial (export) and final part (import) of container movement which takes place by rail: they
try to cover all the inland part of the supply chain: link (railway) + node (maritime terminal).
However, Alpe Adria, which is not a maritime container terminal operator, but which has
been classified as a “non-traditional” MTO, mainly transports maritime containers.

3.1.1.1. Analysis of Indirect Connections

While Hupac and Mercitalia Intermodal almost always offer direct connections, Kom-
biverkehr mainly offers indirect connections, using the hub-and-spoke system: in this last
case, it is difficult to understand the origin (in connections to Italy) or the final destination
(in connections from Italy) of the ITUs, and, generally, it is difficult to quantify the number
of maritime containers on each train.

For example, Kombiverkehr offers connections to Milano Smistamento from: Antwerp
Combinant, Rotterdam, Hamburg, and Lübeck, but also Leipzig, which are all indirect. All
these connections perform transhipment at München Riem and share the same train in
the last part of the journey, from München Riem to Milano Smistamento; therefore, the
same train is shared not only by traffic originating in port terminals (Rotterdam, Antwerp,
Hamburg and Lübeck), but also by traffic originating in continental terminals (Leipzig).

Consequently, Kombiverkehr was interviewed about the percentage of maritime
containers to consider this case. Kombiverkehr suggested to consider the same percentage
of maritime containers used in case of direct connections, and to apply this percentage to
the train which operates from the last transhipment terminal to the Italian (destination)
terminal: in this case, the train from München to Milano Smistamento. Therefore, for all
these connections, the percentage of maritime containers has been calculated for the train
from München Riem to Milano Smistamento.

Indirect connections are offered not only by Kombiverkehr but also by Lineas In-
termodal. In particular, while connections from Italy to Zeebrugge are usually direct
ones, connections from Italy to the other port cities are usually indirect, and use Antwerp
Mainhub as transhipment terminal.

3.1.1.2. Duisburg and Other Ports Located on the Rivers

Special care has been devoted to ports located along the rivers, because some maritime
containers may be transhipped from ships to barges at northern range ports, e.g., Rotterdam
or Antwerp, and finally transhipped from barges to trains at ports located along the rivers,
e.g., Duisburg.

This analysis has been performed after examining the port statistics. Actually, the
transport of maritime containers by inland waterways is very low in the port of Hamburg,
while in the ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp, it is relevant.

The port of Hamburg, in 2019 (source: Hamburg port authority [35]), recorded a total
container throughput of 9.3 million TEUs: of which, 3.5 million were of transhipments
(37.2%), and 5.8 million TEUs (62.8%) had a continental origin or destination. Among
these 5.8 million TEUs, 51.3% were transported by road, 46.3% by rail, and only 2.4% by
inland waterways.

The ports of Antwerp and Rotterdam recorded a different situation. The port of
Antwerp (source: Antwerp port authority [36], p. 26) in 2019 registered the following
modal split of containers crossing the port with continental origin or destination: 58% road,
8% rail, and 34% inland waterways. The port of Rotterdam recorded, in 2018, a similar
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modal split (source: Rotterdam port authority [37]) of containers crossing the port, with
continental origin/destination: 55% road, 14% rail, and 31% inland waterways.

Synthesis of these data is reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Modal split of containers crossing the ports of Hamburg, Rotterdam, and Antwerp, with
continental origin or destination.

Port Year of Reference Road Rail Inland Waterways

Hamburg (source: [35]) 2019 51.30% 46.30% 2.40%

Rotterdam (source: [37]) 2018 55% 14% 31%

Antwerp (source: [36]) 2019 58% 8% 34%

In the European Parliament, Directorate-general for internal policies [38] (Table 6,
p. 34), it is stated that the most important European countries, regarding inland waterway
navigation, are, in descending order: Germany, The Netherlands, Romania, Belgium. Ne-
glecting Romania, for the other three countries the most important inland waterway is the
Rhine. The most important ports on the Rhine are ([38], p. 48, Table 8) Duisburg, with
around 50 million tons of traffic in 2013, and Cologne, with 11.5 million tons. Other impor-
tant ports are Mannheim, with 8.7 million tons of traffic in 2013, Strasbourg, with 8.0 million
tons, and Ludwigshafen, with 7.6 million tons. The container traffic of Duisburg slightly
increased to over 52 million tons, or 4.0 million TEUs, in 2019 (Source: duisport.de [39]).

Consequently, the possibility that a quota of maritime containers is transhipped, from
deep-sea ships to barges, at the ports of Antwerp and Rotterdam, and finally transhipped,
from barges to trains, at the most important fluvial ports of the Rhine has been considered.
In particular, given its relevant traffic, Duisburg has also been considered among northern
European ports, only with regard to the problem of estimating the number of containers
having origin or destination in Italy and crossing northern European ports.

Among the four “traditional” MTOs, only Hupac and Kombiverkehr have rail con-
nections between Duisburg and Italian terminals. However, they have been interviewed
and they answered that they do not transport maritime containers from Antwerp and
Rotterdam to Duisburg by inland waterways, then from Duisburg to Italy by train: they
perform all the transport, from Antwerp and Rotterdam to Italy, by train. Actually, Hupac
and Kombiverkehr reported that for them it is more convenient, from the point of view of
monetary costs, to cover all the route, from northern range ports to Italy, by train.

3.1.2. Calculation of Maritime Containers Transported by “Non-Traditional” MTOs

The number of TEUs transported by “traditional” MTOs is only a part of the total
number of TEUs having origin or destination in Italy and crossing northern European ports.
From the interviews with “traditional” MTOs, actually, it turned out that the majority of
maritime containers are transported by Contship and other MTOs operating in the field of
maritime transport.

Connections operated by “non-traditional” MTOs were collected in December 2019
and January 2020, and they refer, as for “traditional” MTOs, to shuttle, Y-shuttle and liner
trains. The following MTOs have been analysed: Contship, Samskip, Shuttlewise, GTS
Logistics (previously named GTS Transporti), Move Intermodal.

Additionally, Alpe Adria has been examined, but this MTO does not offer connections
between northern European ports and Italian continental terminals. Instead, Alpe Adria
offers several connections between the port of Trieste and several continental terminals
located in central Europe. Alpe Adria has been neglected because in its connections the
boarding/unboarding port is the Italian port of Trieste, and not a northern European one.

Finally, Ambrogio Intermodal has also been taken into account, but this MTO only of-
fers connections between continental terminals and does not transport “maritime” containers.

Indeed it resulted, directly from the interviews, that trains operated by Contship
and partners (Samskip and Shuttlewise), almost exclusively transport deep-sea maritime
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containers in connections to/from northern range ports (for example, those to/from Rotter-
dam); instead, they transport deep-sea maritime containers for one-third of the total number
of ITUs in connections to/from Duisburg (in this case, deep-sea maritime containers are
transported between Rotterdam or Antwerp and Duisburg by inland waterways).

In the previous section (Section 3.1.1.2), it was reported that Hupac and Kombiverkehr
do not transport maritime containers from Antwerp and Rotterdam to Duisburg by inland
waterways, then from Duisburg to Italy by train. Contship instead operates this intermodal
chain. The ports of Antwerp, Rotterdam and Duisburg do not accommodate container
terminals managed by the Contship–Eurokai group, but Contship could probably benefit
from lower terminal fees.

3.1.3. TEUs Transported by Road

While the amount of TEUs transported between Italy and northern European ports by
train can be quantified basing on train schedules, the amount of TEUs transported by road
could not be quantified, because, obviously, road transport is not scheduled.

In order to try to quantify the amount of TEUs transported by road, the following
have been interviewed:

• The port authorities of Hamburg and Antwerp and the managing offices of Rotterdam
Euromax terminal;

• The most important MTOs analysed before: Hupac, Mercitalia Intermodal, Kom-
biverkehr and Contship;

• The Verona and Padua freight villages, which register road traffic as much higher than
rail traffic.

The interviewees related that, while connections between northern European ports
and continental terminals located in northern Europe mainly take place by road, connec-
tions between northern European ports and Italian inland terminals take place almost
exclusively by train. Indeed, the biggest freight forwarders and MTOs do not find it con-
venient to use the roads, because of the high costs of road transport, the large distances
between northern European ports and the Italian inland terminals, and because of the
traffic limitations in Switzerland and Austria (the HVC (Heavy Vehicles Charge) and the
“sectorial ban”, respectively).

The HVC is a tax imposed by Switzerland to heavy vehicles and it is calculated basing
on the total weight of the heavy road vehicle, the level of emissions generated by the
vehicle, and the kilometres travelled. The amount of the tax is high to discourage freight
transport by heavy road vehicles across Switzerland.

The “sectorial ban” in Austria is applied to commercial vehicles, heavier than 7.5 tons,
which transport non-perishable typologies of freight (i.e., garbage, stones and terrain,
wood products, vehicles, iron ores and non-iron minerals, iron and steel, marble, ceramic)
on the Brenner motorway in Austria. These vehicles cannot circulate between Kufstein
(east of Innsbruck, close to the German border) and Zirl (west of Innsbruck); therefore,
heavy vehicles, travelling from Brennero (i.e., from Italy), when they reach Innsbruck are
“blocked” by the sectorial ban and are “forced” to take the rolling motorway Brennero–
Wörgl. The “sectorial ban” decreases the competitiveness of freight transport by heavy
vehicles across the Alps in Austria, because road alternatives to the Brenner motorway (for
example, the Tauern route) are too long to be convenient.

Another aspect in favour of rail mode between northern European ports and Italian
inland terminals is the long distances: they are much higher than the break-even distances,
proposed in the literature, for intermodal transport based on rail. In the comparison
between “all-road” transport and intermodal transport, the break-even distance is defined
as the distance of “all-road” transport, over which the cost of “all-road” is greater than the
cost of intermodal transport. In Lupi et al. [40] and in Dalla Chiara and Pellicelli [41], it is
reported that, according to several studies, the break-even distance for intermodal transport
based on rail in Europe is generally between 350 and 600 km. Hawthorne et al. [42] assert
that the break-even distance has different values according to the typology of freight;
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however, after 800 km, intermodal transport based on rail is more convenient than “all-
road” transport. The values of the break-even distance depend on several factors; in Kim
and Van Wee [43], some of them are mentioned: pre-haulage distance (i.e., from the origin
of the shipment to the loading terminal), post-haulage distance (i.e., from the unloading
terminal to the final destination), distance travelled by rail mode, distance travelled by
“all-road” mode, and costs related to all these distances.

However, there is, for sure, a quota of freight transport between Italy and northern
European ports that is performed by minor trucking companies, which cannot be exactly
quantified, but it is, in any case, negligible with respect to the number of TEUs transported
by train.

3.2. Costs and Travel Times for Transporting a Container from the Far East and from North
America to the Padan Plain

The second study presented in this paper consists of the calculation of monetary costs
and travel times required to transport a 20 foot or 40 foot maritime container from the Far
East and from North America to northern Italy. Two alternatives have been considered:

• Crossing an Italian port, in particular a Ligurian port, because deep-sea container
routes in Italy usually call at Ligurian ports (Lupi et al. [44], Lupi et al. [45]);

• Crossing a northern range port.

The Mediterranean ports are in a great advantage, from a geographic point of view,
regarding container routes to/from the Far East, while they are in a slight disadvantage
with respect to northern European ports, again from the geographic point of view, regarding
container routes to/from North America.

In the examples considered, Shanghai and New York have been taken as departure
ports and Milan area as the destination (some of the most important intermodal railway ter-
minals in the Milan area are Busto Arsizio-Gallarate, Milano Melzo, and Milano Smistamento).

The chosen unloading ports in northern Europe were Rotterdam and Antwerp.
The chosen unloading port in Italy was La Spezia (within the Ligurian multi-port

system), because in 2011 it was the country’s second port, after Trieste, regarding rail modal
shares of containers, and it is the port with the highest number of rail connections with the
Padan Plain (Lupi et al. [14]). Finally, it is crossed by deep-sea routes. However, the three
Ligurian ports of La Spezia, Genova, and Livorno, have very similar monetary costs and
travel times, regarding the maritime part of the journey, for both origins: the Far East and
North America.

In the same way, Rotterdam, Antwerp, and Hamburg have similar monetary costs
and travel times, regarding the maritime part of the journey (the same number of days for
Rotterdam and Antwerp, one day more for Hamburg) and this occurs for both origins: the
Far East and North America.

In order to quantify, for example, the differences of monetary costs and travel times to
reach Italy, calling at an Italian port and calling at a northern European one, the following
itineraries have been considered (Figures 3 and 4):

• Shanghai–La Spezia–Milano Smistamento/Milano-Melzo;
• Shanghai–Antwerp/Rotterdam–Busto Arsizio-Gallarate/Milano-Melzo;
• New York–La Spezia–Milano Smistamento/Milano-Melzo;
• New York–Antwerp/Rotterdam–Busto Arsizio-Gallarate/Milano-Melzo.

In detail, firstly, the following itineraries, in which the rail connection is offered by
one of the “traditional” MTOs, have been considered (Figure 3):

• Origin Far East (Shanghai), unloading at La Spezia, rail connection La Spezia–
Milano Smistamento;

• Origin Far East (Shanghai), unloading at Antwerp, rail connection Antwerp–Busto
Arsizio–Gallarate;

• Origin North America (New York), unloading at La Spezia, rail connection La Spezia–
Milano Smistamento;
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• Origin North America (New York), unloading at Antwerp, rail connection Antwerp–
Busto Arsizio–Gallarate.

Secondly, the following additional itineraries, in which the rail connection is offered
by Contship (the main non-traditional MTO), have been considered (Figure 4):

• Origin Far East (Shanghai), unloading at La Spezia, rail connection La Spezia–
Milano-Melzo;

• Origin Far East (Shanghai), unloading at Rotterdam, rail connection Rotterdam–
Milano-Melzo;

• Origin North America (New York), unloading at La Spezia, rail connection La Spezia–
Milano-Melzo;

• Origin North America (New York), unloading at Rotterdam, rail connection Rotterdam–
Milano-Melzo.

Figure 3 refers to the unloading ports of Antwerp and La Spezia; Figure 4 refers to
the unloading ports of Rotterdam and La Spezia. In the figures, they have been reported
as phases: “maritime terminal crossing”, “transport to rail terminal” and “rail terminal
crossing”. As shown by the figures, only Antwerp shows the phase “transport to rail
terminal”, because in both Rotterdam and in La Spezia, the rail terminal is located inside
the maritime terminal.

• “Maritime terminal crossing” refers to the monetary cost and time necessary for all
port operations related to:

# Unloading the container, from the ship to the berth area;
# Transfer of the container from the berth area to the storage yard (where the con-

tainer stops until administrative and maintenance operations are completed);
# Transfer of the container from the storage yard to the receipt/delivery area

of the terminal where the consignment of the container is carried out. If
inside the maritime terminal there is a rail terminal, the consignment consists
of the movement of the container from the storage yard to the tracks of the
rail terminal.

• “Transport to rail terminal” refers to the monetary cost and time necessary to transport
the container by truck from the maritime terminal to the rail terminal where the train
departs. This phase exists only if the rail terminal is not inside the maritime terminal.
In La Spezia and Rotterdam, the rail terminal is in the maritime terminal; therefore,
this phase does not exist. This phase instead exists in Antwerp because it is necessary
to transport containers by road from the maritime terminal to the rail terminal;

• “Rail terminal crossing” refers to the monetary cost and time necessary for the oper-
ations related to loading the container onto the train, i.e., picking up the container,
handling the container through the gantry crane, and loading the container on the
train. All administrative procedures linked to these operations must be considered.
Monetary costs and times related to “rail terminal crossing” are considerably less than
those related to “maritime terminal crossing”.

All these phases are schematically reported in Figures 3 and 4.
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4. Results
4.1. Number of Maritime Containers Crossing Northern European Ports
4.1.1. TEUs Transported by “Traditional” MTOs by “Direct” Connections

The number of trains per week, linking northern European ports and Italian rail termi-
nals, operated by “traditional” MTOs, and operated by “direct“ connections (i.e., without
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transhipment at intermediate terminals) was equal to: 178 trains per week operated by
Hupac, 82 by Mercitalia Intermodal, 8 by Kombiverkehr and 8 by Lineas Intermodal; in
addition, 42 trains per week were operated in code sharing by Hupac and Mercitalia Inter-
modal and 8 in code sharing by Kombiverkehr and Mercitalia Intermodal. Trains operating
in code sharing were considered separately: for example, the 42 trains operating in code
sharing by Hupac and Mercitalia Intermodal were not included in the 178 trains operated
by Hupac or in the 82 trains operated by Mercitalia Intermodal. Overall, 336 trains per
week were supplied by “traditional” MTOs between northern European ports and Italy:
which is 17,519 trains per year. All these trains linked northern European ports with Italian
rail terminals located in the Padan Plain. Rail terminals located in the central and southern
parts of Italy are connected to northern Europe only by transhipment in northern Italian
terminals, in particular: Busto Arsizio–Gallarate, Novara CIM, Milano Smistamento, and
Verona Quadrante Europa. A synthesis of the results is reported in Table 5. Data refer to
December 2019 and January 2020. The number of trains reported has been calculated from
the overall rail connections between the Padan Plain and northern range ports. The total
number of deep-sea maritime containers transported by rail per year, only by “traditional”
MTOs, and by “direct” connections, resulted equal to 92,119: see Table 5.

Table 5. Deep-sea maritime container traffic between northern European ports and Italian rail terminals, operated by
“traditional” MTOs by “direct” connections (i.e., without transhipment at intermediate terminals). Data refer to December
2019 and January 2020.

MTO No.
Trains/Week

No.
Trains/Year

Average No.
ITU/Train

Average No.
TEUs/Train

% Deep-Sea
Maritime

Containers

Total Deep-Sea Maritime
Containers/Year

Hupac 178 9281 36.5 65.5 7% 42,553

Mercitalia Intermodal 82 4276 35 63 10% 26,939

Kombiverkehr 8 417 36.5 65.5 10% 2731

Lineas Intermodal 8 417 31.5 56.5 10% 2356

Hupac + Kombiverkehr (*) 10 521 36.5 65.5 8.5% 2901

Hupac + Mercitalia (*) 42 2190 35.75 64.25 8.5% 11,960

Mercitalia + Kombiverkehr (*) 8 417 35.75 64.25 10% 2679

Total 336 17,519 92,119

(*) in case of code sharing, is an average value of: No. ITU/train, No. TEUs/train and % maritime containers, among the two MTOs which
share the train, has been taken, as suggested by the MTOs offices.

4.1.2. TEUs Transported by “Traditional” MTOs by “Indirect” Connections

The number of trains per week linking northern European ports and Italian rail termi-
nals, operated by “traditional” MTOs and operated by “indirect” connections (i.e., with
transhipment at intermediate terminals), is equal to 87:75 trains per week are operated by
Kombiverkehr, and 12 by DB Schenker. A synthesis of the research is reported in Table 6.
Data refer to December 2019 and January 2020. The number of trains reported has been
calculated from the overall rail connections between the Padan Plain and northern range
ports. The total number of deep-sea maritime containers transported by rail per year, only
by “traditional” MTOs and by “indirect” connections, resulted equal to 27,667: see Table 6.
Summing this quantity with the total number of deep-sea maritime containers transported
by “direct” connection, it was obtained that 119,786 TEUs per year are transported, on the
whole, by “traditional” MTOs.
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Table 6. Deep-sea maritime container traffic between northern European ports and Italian rail terminals, operated by
“traditional” MTOs by “indirect” connections (i.e., with transhipment at intermediate terminals). Data refer to December
2019 and January 2020.

MTO No.
Trains/Week

No.
Trains/Year

Average No.
ITU/Train

Average No.
TEUs/Train

% Deep-Sea Maritime
Containers

Total Deep-Sea
Maritime Containers

Kombiverkehr 75 3911 36.5 65.5 10% 25,617

DB Schenker 12 626 36.5 65.5 5% 2050

Total 87 4537 27,667

4.1.3. TEUs Transported by “Non-Traditional” MTOs

All data about “non-traditional” MTOs are reported in Table 7. The most important
“non-traditional” MTOs are Contship and partner companies Samskip and Shuttlewise.
Their trains are made up, on average, of 24 wagons and transport, on average, 35.7 maritime
containers (20 or 40 feet; at most, 40 foot ones) per train and around 64 TEUs per train. The
number of TEUs per train has not been calculated by the conversion factor; it was provided
directly by the MTO themselves.

Besides Contship, Samskip and Shuttlewise, all the other MTOs also operating be-
tween northern European ports and Italian terminals have been analysed. In particular,
we examined:

• GTS Logistics: their trains transported, on average, 33 ITUs per train, 45 feet long, but
the traffic was almost completely continental (5% maritime containers);

• Move Intermodal: same data as GTS Logistics.

ERS Railways was operative in 2017, although currently, it does not offer any more
connections to/from northern European ports. In 2017, their trains transported, on average,
36 ITUs per train, but only 10% were maritime containers.

There are several other MTOs operating in the sector of rail transport of maritime
containers in Europe; the most important is Distrirail. However, they do not operate in
Italy, only in northern and central Europe.

Table 7. Deep-sea maritime container traffic between northern European ports and Italian rail terminals, operated by
“non-traditional” MTOs. Data refer to December 2019 and January 2020.

MTO No.
Trains/Week

No.
Trains/Year

Average
No.

ITU/Train

Average
No.

TEUs/Train

% Deep-Sea
Maritime

Containers

Total Deep-Sea
Maritime

Containers

Contship: connections to/from Rotterdam 26 1356 35.7 64 100.0% 86,784

Contship: connections to/from Duisburg 23 1199 35.7 64 33.3% 25,553

Samskip: connections to/from Rotterdam 26 1356 35.7 64 100.0% 86,784

Samskip: connections to/from Duisburg 6 313 35.7 64 33.3% 6671

Shuttlewise 22 1147 35.7 64 100.0% 73,408

GTS Logistics 30 1564 32.9 59 5.0% 4614

Move Intermodal 18 939 35.1 63 5.0% 2958

Total 151 7874 286,772

The number of trains operated by “non-traditional” MTOs was equal to 151 trains per
week, which is 7874 trains per year. Overall, it was estimated that 286,772 TEUs per year
were transported by non-traditional MTOs.

Therefore, summing these data to the total number of TEUs transported by “tradi-
tional” MTOs, which is 92,119 TEUs by direct connections and 27,667 TEUs by indirect
connections, a total of 406,558 TEUs transported between Italian rail terminals and northern
European ports has been obtained.
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Data of 2019/2020 have been compared with older data, collected in July and August
2017, regarding “traditional” MTOs and in October and November 2017 regarding “non-
traditional” MTOs. The results of the comparison are shown in Tables 8 and 9.

The comparison has shown that the number of connections, and therefore of TEUs
transported, has varied considerably for some operators. However, the total number of
TEUs transported by traditional MTOs has remained almost the same, while the number
of TEUs transported by non-traditional MTOs has shown a slight increase, of about 2000
TEUs (see Table 9).

Table 8. Comparison of the number of connections per week and of the number of “maritime” deep-sea TEUs transported
by rail in 2017 and in 2019/2020 (December/January), between Italian terminals and northern European ports.

MTO Total Connections
Per Week 2017

Total Connections
Per Week 2019/20

No. TEUs (Only
Deep-Sea

Maritime)/Week 2017

No. TEUs (Only
Deep-Sea

Maritime)/Week
2019/20

Only Hupac 76 178 349 816

Only Mercitalia Intermodal (ex Cemat) 126 82 794 517

Only Kombiverkehr 117 83 766 544

Hupac + Mercitalia 11 42 60 229

Mercitalia + Kombiverkehr 8 8 51 51

Hupac + Kombiverkehr 0 10 0 56

Lineas Intermodal 48 8 271 45

DB Schenker 0 12 0 39

Contship 32 49 1792 2154

Samskip 42 32 2003 1791

Shuttlewise 26 22 1407 1408

GTS Logistics 30 30 89 89

Move Intermodal 30 18 94 57

ERS Railways 12 0 77 0.0

TOTAL 558 574 7753 7796

Table 9. Comparison of the number of maritime TEUs transported by rail in 2017 and in 2019/2020 (December/January),
between Italian terminals and northern European ports.

No. Maritime TEUs/Year (2017) No. Maritime TEUs/Year (2019/2020)

Traditional MTOs 119,481 119,786

Non-traditional MTOs 284,730 286,772

Total No. maritime TEUs 404,211 406,558

4.2. Costs and Travel Times for Transporting a Container from the Far East and from North
America to the Padan Plain

In this section, the results of monetary costs and travel times required to transport a
20 foot or 40 foot maritime container from the Far East and North America to northern
Italy are presented. Two alternatives have been considered:

• Crossing an Italian port: in particular, the unloading port of La Spezia was taken
into account;

• Crossing a northern range port: the unloading ports of Antwerp and Rotterdam
were considered.

The methodology of this study is presented in detail in Section 3.2.
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4.2.1. Monetary Costs
Maritime Freight Rates

The costs of maritime transport comprise:

• Maritime freight rates: from Shanghai to La Spezia and from Shanghai to Rotter-
dam/Antwerp; from New York to La Spezia and from New York to Rotterdam/Antwerp;

• Cost for the maritime terminal crossing phase (“maritime terminal crossing (THC)” in
Figures 3 and 4). The cost for maritime terminal crossing is actually the THC (Terminal
Handling Charges), which will be described in detail in the following.

Maritime freight rates from the Far East (as previously mentioned, we refer to the
port of Shanghai, which, however, is the most important container port in the world)
to the Mediterranean, considering only transport costs of the deep-sea shipping part
(i.e., apart from costs for unloading the container at the terminal), do not differ relevantly
from one port to another in the Mediterranean (considering only European ports of the
Mediterranean), i.e., the freight rate to La Spezia is almost the same as that to Genoa, and
similar to that to Barcelona. The same observation is valid for freight rates from Shanghai
to northern European ports, i.e., the freight rate to Antwerp is similar to that to Rotterdam.
Instead, freight rates register relevant fluctuations month by month. Maritime freight rates
refer to the Shanghai Containerized Freight Index (source: FBX, Freightos Baltic Index [46])
and have been collected from January to July 2020. Deep-sea freight rates from North
America (we refer to the port of New York) to Mediterranean ports (considering only
European ports of the Mediterranean) are very similar from one port to another; the same
happens from North America to northern European ports. In addition, these freight rates
are almost constant in time: actually, they relate to transport between two stable economies
(North America and Europe). Additionally, these freight rates have been collected from
January to July 2020. The values of the average freight rates are reported in Table 10.

Table 10. Average container freight rates, on the period from January to July 2020, From Far East and North America to
Mediterranean and northern European ports. Source: FBX Freightos Baltic Index [46].

ROUTE Cost 20 Foot Container
(USD)

Cost 20 Foot Container
(EUR)

Cost 40 Foot Container
(USD)

Cost 20 Foot Container
(EUR)

Shanghai–Rotterdam 933.80 794.72 1867.60 1589.45

Shanghai–La Spezia 965.27 821.50 1930.53 1643.00

New York–Rotterdam 876.16 745.67 1021.47 869.34

New York–La Spezia 1057.97 900.40 1243.16 1058.01

Terminal Handling Charges and Inland Handling Charges

The cost related to maritime terminal crossing operations is made up of several parts.
A complete price list, related to the Terminal Darsena Toscana of the port of Livorno, is
available on the website of this terminal (source: Tariffario Terminal Darsena Toscana [47]).
Terminal Handling Charges (THC) are the amounts that have to be paid by customers to
terminal operators for all the operations related to loading or unloading a container. The
THC completely covers all the costs related to the maritime terminal crossing reported in
Figures 3 and 4. THCs are different in the three cases of import, export, and transhipment.
In this paper, the THC in the case of imports has been considered.

THC values are almost constant in time: they register slight fluctuations according to
the market trends. The average amount, from January to July 2020, of THCs in Italian ports,
was USD 200 per ITU (see Table 11): this cost was the same in all Italian ports. The average
amount, from January to July 2020, of THCs in northern European ports was USD 215 per
ITU (see Table 11): again, this cost was the same in all northern range ports. These values
have been collected from the online THC calculator provided by Hamburg Süd (Hamburg
Süd, THC Calculator [48]).
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Table 11. Average Terminal Handling Charges in La Spezia, Rotterdam, and Antwerp, over the
period January–July 2020. Source: Hamburg Sud, THC Calculator [48].

Port
Terminal Handling Charges for Container Import

20 Foot Container
(USD)

20 Foot Container
(EUR)

40 Foot Container
(USD)

40 Foot Container
(EUR)

Rotterdam/Antwerp 215 182.98 215 182.98

La Spezia 200 170.21 200 170.21

The Inland Handling Charge (IHC) is the amount to be paid for transporting the
container from the maritime terminal to the final receiver, or to a continental rail terminal
where the change of transport mode occurs. If the rail terminal is inside the maritime
terminal, the IHC is equal to zero. In our case, the IHC existed only for the port of Antwerp,
and it was equal to the cost of road transport from the maritime container terminal of
Antwerp to the rail terminal. IHCs are not a characteristic of whether a port is located in
the Mediterranean or in northern Europe, but depend on the layout of the port. For this
reason, IHCs have been neglected in our study.

The total maritime transport costs (deep sea freight rates + THC) are reported in Table 12.

Table 12. Total maritime transport costs (deep-sea freight rates + THC) from the Far East to northern
Europe, from the Far East to the Mediterranean, from North America to northern Europe, and from
North America to the Mediterranean.

Maritime Route
Total Cost: Deep-Sea Rate + THC

EUR/TEU EUR/FEU

Shanghai–Rotterdam/Antwerp 977.70 1772.43

Shanghai–La Spezia 991.71 1813.22

New York–Rotterdam/Antwerp 928.65 1052.31

New York–La Spezia 1070.61 1228.22

Cost of Rail Transport

The handling cost at Italian rail terminals is available on the Terminali Italia website
(source: Terminali Italia [49]), and it is equal to EUR 32.50 per ITU for all terminals:
this rate, reported in Tables 13 and 14, refers to the handling truck-train, but it does not
include the costs for idle container time at the terminal for longer than two days. Some
terminal operators in Belgium, The Netherlands, and Germany have been interviewed,
who provided similar values, equal to around EUR 35 per ITU: this rate is reported
in Tables 13 and 14. Some terminal operators in Slovenia and Croatia have also been
interviewed, and they reported a handling cost slightly less than Italian one, about EUR 30
per ITU. These handling costs are related to the “rail terminal crossing” phase referred to
in Figures 3 and 4.

As for costs related to rail transport, interviews have been performed with the MTOs
offering the connections under study, i.e., La Spezia–Milano Smistamento and Antwerp–
Busto Arsizio-Gallarate (as far as the case of Figure 3 is concerned, i.e., rail connection is
offered by one of the “traditional” MTOs). The actual prices requested by MTOs to cus-
tomers are usually the result of a negotiation: if a customer books services very often from a
given MTO, this customer benefits from lower fares. In addition, the longer the connection,
the lower the price per kilometre. The price for a TEU, requested by a “traditional” MTO
operating a service Antwerp–Busto Arsizio-Gallarate, is around EUR 0.7–0.9 per km, while
the price for an FEU, or for a 45 foot ITU, is equal to EUR 0.9–1.1 per km. Considering an
average price of 0.8 EUR/km and 1.0 EUR/km for a container/swap body of 20 and for an
FEU or a 45 feet ITU, respectively, the transport cost for the rail connection Antwerp–Busto
Arsizio-Gallarate, which is 1131 km long, is equal to EUR 905 for a 20 foot container and to
EUR 1130 for an FEU or a 45 foot ITU. It must be emphasised that the same price applies to
40 foot containers, 45 foot swap bodies, and 45 foot semitrailer.
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Total Costs (Maritime + Rail)

The total costs, maritime + rail, for “traditional” MTOs (Figure 3 scheme), are reported
in Table 13 for origins in the Far East, and in Table 14 for origins in North America.

Table 13. Comparison of monetary costs between the two cases of crossing Italian ports and northern European ports, for
both 20 foot and 40 foot containers. Origin Far East.

Origin: Far East—COSTS
Via La Spezia Via Antwerp/

Rotterdam Diff.
(%)

Via La Spezia Via Antwerp/
Rotterdam Diff.

(%)
Container 20 Foot Container 20 Foot Container 40 Foot Container 40 Foot

Cost of deep-sea transport EUR 821.50 EUR 794.72 −3.3% EUR 1643.00 EUR 1589.45 −3.3%

THC port EUR 170.21 EUR 182.98 7.5% EUR 170.21 EUR 182.98 7.5%

THC rail terminal EUR 32.5 EUR 35.0 7.7% EUR 32.5 EUR 35.0 7.7%

Cost of rail connection (traditional MTOs) EUR 405 EUR 905 123.5% EUR 540 (*) EUR 1130 (*) 109.3%

Total cost (traditional MTOs) (Figure 3) EUR 1429 EUR 1918 34.2% EUR 2386 EUR 2937 23.1%

cost of rail connection (Contship) EUR 140 EUR 380 171.4% EUR 280 EUR 760 171.4%

Total cost (Contship) (Figure 4) EUR 1164 EUR 1393 19.7% EUR 2126 EUR 2567 20.7%

(*) In the calculation of the cost of rail transport, we refer to a 45 foot ITU (container/swap body).

Table 14. Comparison of monetary costs between the two cases of crossing Italian ports and northern European ports, for
both 20 feet and 40 feet containers. Origin North America.

Origin: North America—COSTS
Via La Spezia Via Antwerp/

Rotterdam Diff.
(%)

Via La Spezia Via Antwerp/
Rotterdam Diff.

(%)
Container 20 Foot Container 20 Foot Container 40 Foot Container 40 Foot

Cost of deep-sea transport EUR 900.40 EUR 745.67 −17.2% EUR 1058.01 EUR 869.34 −17.8%

THC port EUR 170.21 EUR 182.98 7.5% EUR 170.21 EUR 182.98 7.5%

THC rail terminal EUR 32.5 EUR 35.0 7.7% EUR 32.5 EUR 35.0 7.7%

Cost of rail connection (traditional MTOs) EUR 405 EUR 905 123.5% EUR 540 (*) EUR 1130 (*) 109.3%

Total cost (traditional MTOs) (Figure 3) EUR 1508 EUR 1869 23.9% EUR 1801 EUR 2217 23.1%

cost of rail connection (Contship) EUR 140 EUR 380 171.4% EUR 280 EUR 760 171.4%

Total cost (Contship) (Figure 4) EUR 1243 EUR 1344 8.1% EUR 1541 EUR 1847 19.9%

(*) In the calculation of the cost of rail transport, we refer to a 45 foot ITU (container/swap body).

The total cost (regarding “traditional” MTOs) for transporting a 20 foot container from
the Far East via Antwerp is about 34% greater than via La Spezia, and the total cost for
transporting a 40 foot container from the Far East via Antwerp is about 23% greater than
via La Spezia (Table 13).

The total cost for transporting a 20 foot container from North America via Antwerp is
about 24% greater than via La Spezia; almost the same difference in costs (23%) is shown
for a 40 foot container (Table 14). In fact, although monetary costs of deep-sea transport
(without THCs) from North America via Antwerp are less than those via La Spezia, this
difference is not enough to make it cost-effective to unload containers in northern European
ports: this is due to the high impact of rail transport costs.

As a result, it is clear that for an origin in the Far East, the cost via northern European
ports is far higher than the cost via Italian ports, because of the higher costs related to
rail transport from northern European ports to the final destination in the Padan Plain.
Additionally, if the origin is in North America, the total cost via northern Europe is higher,
because of the cost of rail transport, but the difference is less.

However, in Section 3.1., it was reported that the majority of deep-sea maritime
containers are transported by Contship and partner companies. Consequently, an alterna-
tive rail connection, operated by Contship and partner companies, has been considered
(Figure 4 scheme). Costs via northern European ports are greater than those via Italian
ports, as in the previous case (“traditional” MTOs). However, the lower effect of rail costs
on total costs results in a lower difference in total costs between northern European ports
against Italian ports.
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The analysis has been carried out taking La Spezia as the Italian reference port, but
the same results could also be extended to Genoa and to Livorno (the other two main
ports of the Ligurian multi-port gateway system). However, currently, in Italy, the majority
of rail services operate to/from La Spezia (where Contship operates), as reported in
Lupi et al. [14].

In synthesis, for an origin in the Far East, the costs of deep-sea freight rates at Italian
ports are greater than those of northern European ports. Additionally, for an origin in
North America, the costs of deep-sea freight rates at Italian ports are greater than those
of northern European ports, and the percentage difference is higher than in the case of an
origin in the Far East. Instead, both THCs at the maritime terminals and at rail terminals
are slightly lower in Italy (about 7–8%) than in northern Europe. The costs of rail transport
are significantly lower in the case of unloading a container at a Ligurian port: both for
“traditional” MTOs and for Contship. Indeed, the distance from a Ligurian port to the
Padan Plain is relevantly less than from northern European ports to the Padan Plain. As
far as total costs are concerned, in both cases, regarding origin in the Far East and in North
America, it is more convenient to unload a container at a Ligurian port, than at a northern
European port.

4.2.2. Travel Times
Travel Times on the Maritime Deep-Sea Route

The maritime times (minimum, maximum, and average) on the routes considered are
reported in Table 15.

Table 15. Minimum, maximum, and average travel times, in days (sources: websites of deep-sea
shipping container routes operators).

Maritime Route Min. Travel
Time (Days)

Max. Travel
Time (Days)

Av. Travel
Time (Days)

Shanghai–La Spezia 25 31 28

Shanghai–Antwerp/Rotterdam 28 34 31

New York–La Spezia 13 16 14.5

New York–Antwerp/Rotterdam 12 15 13.5

Idle Time at Port Terminals and Time to Transport a Container to the Rail Terminal

The idle times of containers in import at port terminals have been collected from
interviews with some Italian port authorities. Nowadays, the idle times of containers
imported in northern European ports range from one to three days, while the idle times
of containers imported in Italian ports range from three to six days. The average idle
time of containers imported in Italian ports is about 3.5 days, while the average idle time
of containers imported in northern European ports is about 1.5 days. The idle times
at ports have recently decreased significantly thanks to port telematization: the main
custom documents, such as the custom declarations and the incoming good manifests,
are produced in XML format, and in several cases, freight can be released before the ship
arrives (Lupi et al. [20]).

Before the port telematization, the average idle times of containers were significantly
higher: in 2005, in the case of import, the average idle time of a container at a northern
European port was 6.4 days, and at an Italian port it was 7.4 days (Dekker [50]).

The time necessary to transport load units from the maritime terminal to the rail
terminal refers to the phase “Transport to rail terminal” in Figure 3. This time is different
from one port to another. For example, in Antwerp, it is necessary to carry the load units by
road, while in La Spezia, the rail terminal is in the container maritime terminal: the same
happens in Genoa, and recently this has become the case in Livorno. This time component
differs from one port to another, and it is not a characteristic of northern European ports
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or of Italian ports; therefore, as for the case of monetary costs, it has been neglected in
this study.

Time of Rail Transport

The time of rail transport is made up of:

• Time for loading ITUs onto the train. It is necessary that load units are already in the
terminal before the departure of the train: this time interval is generally equal to two
hours. The maximum time instant at which load units can arrive at the rail terminal is
called the cargo closing time;

• Travel time;
• Time for unloading containers from the train. This time interval is generally equal

to 1.5 h. The time instant after the arrival of the train from which the load units are
available is called the cargo availability time.

MTO websites do not report the travel time, but the cargo closing time and the cargo
availability time; therefore, we directly obtained the total rail time: loading + voyage
+ unloading.

In order to determine the rail travel times, all direct rail connections from Antwerp,
Rotterdam and Hamburg, and from Genoa and La Spezia, to the Milan region, have been
analysed. In Table 16, these connections are reported; connections operated by Contship
are Rotterdam–Milan Melzo and La Spezia–Milan Melzo, while all the other connections
are operated by traditional MTOs.

Table 16. Duration of rail transport from northern European ports and from Ligurian ports to the Padan Plain. The rail
connections, taken as references for the calculation of travel times of rail transport, are reported in the green boxes. The
duration of the rail transport also imcludes the time for handling the container at the rail terminals.

Origin Destination Duration Origin Destination Duration
Busto Arsizio (Milan) 1 d 6 h

Genoa
Busto Arsizio (Milan) 6 hAntwerp

Milano Segrate 1 d 12 h Milano Smistamento 6 h 30 min
Busto Arsizio (Milan) 1 d 4 h Verona 9 h

Rotterdam Milano Melzo 1 d 6 h Busto Arsizio (Milan) 6 h

Hamburg
Busto Arsizio (Milan) 1 d 6 h Milano Smistamento 9 h

Verona 1 d 8 h Verona 5 h 30 min
Novara 1 d 6 h

La Spezia

Milano Melzo 7 h 30 min

The travel times of rail transport have been calculated by taking into account the same
rail connections that were considered in the calculation of the monetary cost (Tables 13 and 14).
These rail connections have been reported in the green boxes of Table 16; they also include
the time for handling the container at the rail terminal. As far as travel times of rail trans-
port are concerned, a single value for each connection, and not a maximum and an average
value, has been taken into account.

Total Times: Maritime + Rail

The average and maximum times for transporting a container from the Far East to
Milan, via La Spezia or Antwerp, are reported in Table 17. The average and maximum
times for transporting a container from North America to Milan, via La Spezia or Antwerp,
are reported in Table 18.

If the origin is in the Far East, the travel times on deep-sea shipping container routes
are less if the container is unloaded at a Ligurian port. However, Italian ports are at a
strong disadvantage regarding dwell times; although these have significantly decreased
thanks to the port telematization, both the average and the maximum dwell times at Italian
ports are equal to double the average and maximum dwell times at northern European
ports. In any case, from the point of view of total times, it is always convenient to unload
at an Italian port.
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If the origin is in North America, from the point of view of total times, it is more
convenient to unload a container at a northern European port. Indeed:

• The voyage time on the deep-sea shipping route is shorter by one day if the container
is unboarded at a northern European port;

• Dwell times of Italian ports are significantly higher than dwell times of northern
European ports;

• The rail transport travel time from northern European ports to the Padan Plain is
higher by one day than the travel time from a Ligurian port, but this extra day is not
sufficient to change the comparison regarding total times: it does not significantly
affect the total times.

Table 17. Comparison of travel times between the two cases of crossing Italian ports and northern European ports. Origin:
Far East.

Origin: Far East
Via La Spezia Via Antwerp/

Rotterdam Diff. (%)

Average
(Days)

Max.
(Days)

Average
(Days)

Max.
(Days)

Average
(days)

Max.
(days)

Travel time of deep-sea transport 28 31 31 34 10.7% 9.7%

Idle time at port terminal 3.5 6 1.5 3 −57.1% −50.0%

Time of rail transport (voyage + handling) (*) 0.3 0.3 1.25 1.25 316.7% 316.7%

Total time (days) 31.8 37.3 33.75 38.25 6.1% 2.5%

(*) Regarding the travel time of rail transport, a single reference value (and not the maximum and the average values) has been taken
into account.

Table 18. Comparison of travel times between the two cases of crossing Italian ports and northern European ports. Origin:
North America.

Origin: North America
Via La Spezia Via Antwerp/

Rotterdam Diff. (%)

Average
(Days)

Max.
(Days)

Average
(Days)

Max.
(Days)

Average
(Days)

Max.
(Days)

Travel time of deep-sea transport 14.5 16 13.5 15 −6.9% −6.3%

Idle time at port terminal 3.5 6 1.5 3 −57.1% −50.0%

Time of rail transport (voyage + handling) (*) 0.3 0.3 1.25 1.25 316.7% 316.7%

Total time (days) 18.3 22.3 16.25 19.25 −11.2% −13.7%

(*) Regarding the travel time of rail transport, a single reference value (and not the maximum and the average values) has been taken
into account.

5. Discussion

In this study, a peculiar phenomenon of port regionalization, i.e., the formation of
so-called “islands”, has been analysed. This phenomenon, already common, will further
increase thanks to the development of rail (but also road) infrastructure to and from port
terminals. As a result, port hinterlands (the “competition margin”) will become more
overlapped and the competition among European ports will further increase. The Padan
Plain in Italy, within the fundamental hinterland of northern Italian ports, but served
(although only partially) by northern European ports, is an example of “island formation”
considered in this paper to understand this general phenomenon. The main reasons for the
formation of such “islands” have been investigated in detail.

Several sources report that a consistent number of TEUs, having origins or destinations
in the Padan Plain, cross northern European ports, but there is much disagreement among
the various estimates. In this paper, this phenomenon is analysed in depth, based on a
relevant amount of data about rail connections.
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Scheduled rail connections operated by the so-called “traditional” MTOs, operating
to/from Italian terminals, have been studied. The results of the research have shown that
“traditional” MTOs mainly operate continental connections, and in particular they usually
do not connect rail terminals located in the quays (e.g., Rotterdam Euromax), or close to
them, but continental terminals: for example, Hamburg Billwerder, Antwerp Mainhub,
Rotterdam RSC, which are in the parts of the metropolitan area devoted to logistic activities,
but not in the port area. Summing direct and indirect connections, about 120,000 TEUs
(deep-sea maritime containers) are transported every year by “traditional MTOs” between
northern European ports and the Padan Plain.

Scheduled rail connections operated by the so-called “non-traditional” MTOs, oper-
ating to/from Italian terminals, have been studied. They instead operate, mainly, in the
maritime field: in particular, Contship and partner companies (Samskip and Shuttlewise)
primarily operate in the supply chain of European deep-sea shipping container transport.
Contship is an important maritime container terminal operator in the Mediterranean, and
it is part of the Eurokai group, which also manages important terminals in northern Europe.
The so-called “non-traditional” MTOs mainly offer rail connections directly to/from quays
and almost always transport deep-sea maritime containers. A little less than 290,000 TEUs
(deep-sea maritime containers) are transported every year by “non-traditional MTOs”
between northern European ports and the Padan Plain.

Therefore, it seems that as far as the connections between Italy and northern Europe
are concerned, on one side “traditional” MTOs primarily perform continental (having
both origins and destinations in Europe) container traffic operations and marginally deep-
sea container traffic; on the other side, “non-traditional” MTOs manage fundamentally
deep-sea maritime containers and only partially operate with continental containers.

As far as the analysis of monetary costs is concerned, the results show that, for
containers originating both in the Far East and North America, from the monetary cost
point of view, it is convenient to unload at an Italian port, because of the shorter length of
the rail links. Actually, the cost of rail transport, from northern Europe to the Padan Plain,
has the same order of magnitude as the deep-sea shipping rates; instead, the cost of rail
transport from an Italian port to the Padan Plain is relevantly less. In any case, it must be
emphasised that the cost of the maritime part of the supply chain is in favour of northern
European ports, both for origins in the Far East and North America.

As for travel times, they are considerably affected by idle times of containers which, at
Italian Ligurian ports, are relevantly higher than at northern European ports. For containers
having origins in the Far East, the greater idle times at Ligurian ports are compensated
by the shorter navigation times; therefore, it is slightly more convenient to unload at a
Ligurian port. As far as containers having origins in North America are concerned, the
navigation time to northern European ports is shorter than to Italian ports. Although travel
times by rail from Ligurian ports to the Padan Plain are shorter by one day, they do not
significantly affect total travel times. As a result, for origins in North America, it is more
convenient to unload at a northern European port.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, at first, an introduction to port regionalization and to the “island forma-
tion” phenomenon, considering the main contributions in the literature, has been carried
out. Afterwards, in order to understand the general phenomenon of “island formation”, a
very important example of “island formation” in Europe has been considered: the Padan
Plain in Italy.

The performed analysis has shown that, each year, around 406,000 TEUs, considering
only deep-sea maritime containers, having origins or destinations in the Padan Plain, cross
northern European ports.

As far as the analysis of monetary costs is concerned, the results show that, for
containers originating both in the Far East and North America, from the monetary cost
point of view, it is more convenient to unload at an Italian port.
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As for travel times, for containers originating in the Far East, it is slightly more
convenient to unload at an Italian Ligurian port; for containers originating in North
America, it is more convenient to unload at a northern European port.

The competition between Mediterranean ports and northern European ports will
increase after the completion of some important infrastructure projects in TEN-T rail
corridors: the important markets of central Europe, where some main industrial regions are
located, will become even more contestable in the near future, and consequently, numerous
new “island formations” will develop in Europe.
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